What is IOL HighTech Bound

HighTech Bound is a paid four to six-week summer program at The University of New Hampshire InterOperability Laboratory (UNH-IOL) designed for students entering their senior year. The program provides an exciting opportunity for ambitious high school students, like you, to experience software development in a real-world environment.

You will work in our computer laboratory with dedicated mentors setting you up for a successful summer of learning. Whether you are interested in coding or electrical hardware design, HighTech Bound will give you the opportunity to explore and talk with experts in these fields. Outside the lab, you will visit high tech companies and see first-hand where engineers develop their latest products and software, as well as gain perspective from their experienced employees.

Explore Engineering

During HighTech Bound you will gain hands-on experience working with the latest technologies and software projects from companies around the world, including Fortune 500’s like Apple, Dell and Cisco.

So apply for the HighTech Bound program and get ready to investigate emerging technologies, research potential solutions, make friends and more! Check out this video from last year https://bit.ly/21-HTB

Learn More Today

http://www.iol.unh.edu/HighTechBound